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Abstract 

First aired on HBO in June 2018, Succession is a family drama set in the world of the media industry. 

At the centre there is a rich and powerful - but also powerfully dysfunctional - family, the Roys, 

loosely based on the Murdoch clan. With an all-star cast (Brian Cox, Hiam Abbas, Kieran Culkin, 

Matthew Macfadyen, Jeremy Strong) the project is a rare “serious” effort from Adam McKay and 

Will Ferrell's comedy-centric Gary Sanchez Productions, a project whose themes revolve around 

family loyalty, international business, media manipulation and the perils of 21st century economy. 

Even if the premise (an old patriarch is due to decide his own succession to the guide of the family 

company and the ensuing struggle between is offspring) might sound Shakespearean, this drama 

about the rich “one percent “ is more often a black comedy where everyone is ready to do anything 

to reach power, often to tragic yet somehow hilarious consequences.  

English writer and showrunner Jesse Armstrong who had already experience with political satire 

(Four Lions) and tv drama infuses his characters with a desperate vitality and a hopeless hunger for 

love and recognition and therefore creates a world where traditional morality doesn’t make any 

sense, every relationship is depicted as a no-holds-barred power struggle where also affection is part 

of a wider bargain. Executive producer and director Adam McKay (The Big Short, Vice) who brought 

life to a dispassionate analysis of the financial crisis of 2008, gave the series its peculiar style, where 

even the simplest shot seems created to put the audience out of their comfort zone. Tradition 

empathy towards the protagonists is put aside in favour of an almost entomological study of human 

interactions and yet the hyper rich Roys manage to create a connection with us, despite (and often 

because of) their terrible actions and cynical decisions. Far from the traditional depiction of the rich 

and famous with their secrets and dramas, Succession pushes the boundaries of prestige television, 

thus becoming a relevant commentary on today’s society contradictions.  
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